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TECH-MO provides products and added value that always make our customers happy.
Through working at TECH-MO, we enhance the meaning and the quality of life.

Corporate Identity

Gratitude Innovation Creativity
At the bottom of our heart, we always have gratitude for everyone who supports us.
With enthusiasm and good faith, we cooperate for the realization of our corporate philosophy.
Everlasting innovation and improvement; we set them as our unchanging robust goals.

Mission Statement

Water Quality Control Devices

Water Treatment Equipment

Introduction of Products and Technologies

Measurement and Control Device

In 1998, our �rst product was the compact water quality sensor which was smaller than 5 cm. This small 
technological challenge is exploited in development of all products as the elemental technology such as in 
the medical deionizer and the electronic control device.
Water quality meter series: With 7700 series as the standard product, this series is used for water quality 
control system for medical-use water, for embedded use to the water treatment equipment, for water quality 
meter with the pure water device control function, for embedded use to the chiller device, for water quality 
controller for air conditioning system, for embedded water quality meter for fuel cell, for water quality meter 
for printing machine, for the control system for liquid fertilizer for hydroponic culture, and for water quality 
control for dams. As well as these original brands, TECH-MO has 
been actively taking part in OEM product developments for based 

on the intended use of the customers.
Total organic carbon meter series: This series performs online detection of changes of organic 
substances minutely contained in ultra-pure water at an accuracy of ppb (parts per billion).
Centered on the 3220 series high-end model, the lineup including the 3402 series portable 
type and the 3403 series system embedded type have shipped more than 3,000 units to 
customers in both Japan and overseas.

In 1994, we commercialized a high-purity water production system for dialysis. With this system, all the 
processes of design, manufacture, and administration are required to supply the system that provides 
patients safe medical treatment using dialysis water without chemical and biological contaminations.
Our medical deionizer which contains these technical elements has about 20 years of history. We are 
providing medical deionizers for personal dialysis for the bedside and also ones for 
multiple dialysis devices for about 100 patients.
In 2002, we developed a wall-mounted type sterilized water supply system for operation 
rooms. With certi�cation as a manufacturer and distributor of medical devices, we have 
commercialized equipment for hospitals such as the automatic sterilized towel supply 
device. Furthermore, we commercialized an arti�cial condensed carbonated spring 
manufacturing device for physical therapy cooperating with a major medical equipment 
manufacturer in 1996. This device is highly evaluated in medical institutions and welfare 
care facilities all over Japan.

For the assembly technologies of electronic circuits of the control devices, which are the most important part of 
printing machine and medical devices, we have been designing and producing a high-mix low-volume of products 
since the establishment of our business. Together with our customers, we have been upgrading the manufacturing 
and assembly techniques and quickly complying with RoHS (Restrictions of Hazardous Substances) in manufacturing 
and assembly of multi-layer substrates and surface-mounting substrates.
Moreover, we have provided a system that enables customers to perform material 
procurement, production control, and optimized stock control with the in-house 
process. Through this system, we have contributed to increasing added value for 
customers.
We are also manufacturing water treatment equipment and electronic parts 

in-house which creates a framework for high quality and assurance by in-house process.
In 2008, we developed and commercialized a sensor network system (WiMoS series) which wirelessly 
collects signals from our product sensors. With this system, added value is increased through monitoring in 
various �elds such as water treatment systems, factory lines, �oriculture and vegetable factories and 
large-scale farming production systems in the agricultural �eld, and mega solar power plants.
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At TECH-MO, every employee is a key player. It means each one of us is working proactively 
with a strong vision to realize TECH-MO’s corporate philosophy. Currently, we are 
encountering a historical paradigm shift, for example rapid changes of our living environment 
and stagnation of world economy. Even in such a challenging period, TECH-MO believes that it 
is important to continue our business and to secure a healthy foundation for employment. 
Moreover, it is also important to enhance the meanings and the qualities of our lives through our 
business operations. Our challenges will continue in the future. 

In order to do so, value must be placed on the basics of making things while having the 
mentality to face the new challenges of tomorrow are desirable. New and necessary information 
for running the business turns into real useful information only when we cultivate good relations 
with others and try to acquire such information. In addition, in order to create good products, we 
believe by taking advantage of our technology and products to improve our offerings that expand 
the potential added value of the customer's products in the market and customer's sites is most 
important. We truly appreciate your further support and guidance. Thank you very much.

Representative Director 
and President

Keiju Yoshida
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Our aim is to make TECH-MO a happy and 
employee-friendly workplace. We place great value in our 
corporate philosophy, “to be grateful to all people who are 
supporting TECH-MO.”

General affairs Section

Manufacturing 
Section

Customer needs change day after day. Even customers 
who are using the same products will have different 
needs or will have entirely different requirements. 
We believe that this is one of the Sales person’s 
responsibilities. Obtaining customer information correctly 
and in a timely manner and sending feedback to in-house 
of�ces will allow us to manufacture better products.

Tokyo Sales Of�ce

Our “Making of Things”

●Service counter and clerk

●Proposal

Products go through the quality 
control process, packed, and 
shipped to the customers.

●Shipping

We are responsible for a variety of operations that support each process from receiving 
order to shipping. Within our operations, we put value in communications. Through 
suf�cient communications, we can achieve smooth handling of miscellaneous things. 
Then the timely and smooth delivery of products to the customers and ef�cient 
production at the manufacturing �eld become possible. In addition, mutually bene�cial 
relationships with the suppliers are also important. We carry out the purchasing and 
procurement operations with an attitude of respect and support.

Administration Section

●Quotation and cost integration

We have adopted high-mix 
low-volume for all production 
processes. Therefore, everyone in 
this section can read the 
drawings and understand the 
necessary parts, tools, and 
standards before starting 
operations. In addition, various 
kinds of programming ROMs or 
transferring software are handled 
depending on the substrate, thus 
functional visual inspections as 
well as visual inspections are 
carried out for a thorough system 
to prevent defective items being 
shipped to customers. 

●Assembly to inspection of OEM electronic 
    substrates and units

1 Manufacturing 
Section 2 Manufacturing 

Section 3

●Design and development

In order to correspond to high-mix low-volume 
or medium-volume production for a wide 
variety of products, the layout can be freely 
changed at any time. All operators are basically 
multi-skilled. Therefore, operators are actively 
exchanging opinions for improvements for each 
process and each model. We are trying to 
improve "the Making of Things" with the 
intention of shipping world-class products from 
Yamagata prefecture.

●Manufacturing of THECH-MO brand 
    products

Manufacturing Section 3 designs and 
manufactures various OEM products 
including small to large devices for major 
medical device manufacturers. 
Manufacturing Section 3 starts with the 
in-house design of products according to 
the demands of the customer and by 
cooperating with other sections, has the 
personnel with the appropriate skills, 
facilities, and system to manufacture 
from customized products to mass 
produced products.

●From design and development to manufacturing  
    and maintenance of medical deionizers

Engineering Section
We carrying out basic research before product development, 
and the development and designing of new products. During 
development, our Engineering Section performs a series of 
operations consistently from designing of the whole product, 
designing of mechanisms and machines, and development 
of electronic circuit and software based on the in-house 
design and development procedure document. We are trying 
to �nd out the needs of customers and market by 
cooperating with Tokyo Sales Of�ce and eagerly trying to 
develop products that can be helpful for the world.

TECH-MO would like to support society with 
our “Making of Things” technologies as the pillar 
with our advanced medical purity water 
production systems, measurement and control 
devices such as industrial equipment and medical 
devices, and the “TECH-MO” brand water 
quality control devices. We are consistently 
manufacturing throughout the research and 
development, design, manufacturing, sales, and 
maintenance process.

Love and Courage for "Making of Things"
Through our work, we meet customers, suppliers, 
concerning parties, co-workers, and also 
products and technologies. These wonderful 
opportunities and encounters with the future lead 
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us to the further development. There is also the 
joy of development through good competition 
between people involved in these relationships.
We can cultivate meaning and rewards in our 
lives by working at TECH-MO, and give us 
fruitful, physically and mentally satisfying lives.

Promise to Tomorrow
In the future, we promise to integrate the 
strength of our three major divisions, which are 
the medical water treatment equipment, 
electronic measurement and control devices, and 
water quality measurement control devices of 
TECH-MO brand, and to find out the needs of 
customers, and to propose added values.
We thoroughly appreciate your further supports 
and guidance in the future.
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2015   Minister of MEXT Awards Scientific and Engineering Award granted for 
                     “Development of TOC analyzer for quality control”

           Water quality control device Sensing eye series developed and sales started
           The 6th Manufacturing Japan grand prize Tohoku MITI director's prize granted for 

                     “WiMoS system development”
2014   Product warehouse and technology research center newly built

           The 30th anniversary ceremony
           7778 ultra-compact resistivity sensor developed and sales started

           The 16th Yamagata prefecture environment preservation promotion award was granted
2013   Tokyo sales office transferred to 2-31-15 Eitai, Koto-ku, Tokyo

           2013 Japan Institute of invention and innovation, Local Commendation for Invention, 
                     Prize by Chairman of Yamagata branch awarded for “Total organic carbon monitoring device”

           Wireless communication unit for next generation power meter <<smart meter>> 
                     developed and OEM supply started

           7733 series multi-range water quality meter (measurement range setting changeable) developed and sales started
           5100 series new module mounted WiMoS G III developed and sales started

           5131 series gateway function mounted wireless monitoring system WiMoS GW developed and sales started
2012   WiMoS-CST contact signal transmitter and receiver developed and sales started

           Mega solar monitoring unit using WiMoS developed and OEM supply started.
           “Visualized” <<power monitor>> for energy for apartment building developed and OEM supply started

2011   7776 series amplifier-embedded ultra-compact resistivity sensor developed and sales started
           7759 series condensed 2-channel conductivity indicator developed and sales started

           Server rack environment monitoring unit developed and sales started
           Still image camera for WiMoS-Agro large-scale farming production system developed and verification test started

2010   2010 Japan Institute of invention and innovation, Local Commendation for Invention, Prize by 
                     Yamagata branch manager awarded for “Total organic carbon measurement sensor”

           7773 series conductivity indicator with communication and output functions developed and sales started
           5100 series cloud-type sensor network WiMoS-ASP developed and sales started

           7775 series amplifier-embedded ultra-compact conductivity sensor developed and sales started
           Paddy field valve for WiMoS-Agro large-scale farming production system developed 

                     and verification test started
2009   5100 series sensor network system WiMoS-eco developed and sales started

           WiMoS-Agro large-scale farming production system developed and verification test started
           7771 series battery type LED display and conductivity indicator developed and sales started

           7772 series LED 2-stage display and conductivity indicator developed and sales started
2008   Handy type TOC monitor 3402 developed and sales started

           Embedded type TOC monitor 3403 developed and sales started, L-TOC UV oxidization unit 3409 developed and sales started
           Controllable wireless monitoring unit <<WiMoS>> 5100 series developed and sales started

           Technical center transferred and newly opened (Takamori, Sendai-shi)
2007   7755, 7756 series amplifier-embedded ultra-compact conductivity sensor developed and sales started

2006   Tokyo office was transferred to Furuishiba, Koto-ku, Tokyo
           Technical center transferred and opened (Miyagino-ku, Sendai-shi)

2005   Compact TOC monitor 3401 series developed and sales started
2004   Tohoku Maintenance Center (Taihaku-ku, Sendai-shi) opened

           Lead-free flow, reflow line operation started, Administration building additionally built
2003   Medical device manufacturing certification and medical device manufacturing authorization received

2002   “METI subsidy for small and medium enterprises creation, technology, and development” 
                     granted for development of minute organic substance sensor

           Rinsing water production system for cleaning of medical apparatus developed
2001   Act on Supporting Business Innovation of Small and Medium Enterprises certified, 

                     Plant for high-purity water production device additionally built
           High-purity water system for underground water treatment developed

2000   Investment from Tokyo Small and Medium Business Investment & Consultation CO., LTD. accepted, Capital increased to 70-million yen
1998   Compact high-purity water production system for medical use developed

           “Shiawase Industry Prize” of Yamagata Shiawase Bank, Ltd awarded for development of 
                     compact high-purity water production system for medical use

1997   Water quality meter 7710 series developed and sales started
           “Subsidy for Yamagata prefecture small and medium enterprises new field penetration business expenses”, 

                     “Financial incentive for employment environment of small and medium enterprises,” and “Subsidy for 
                           supporting human resources for development of new market for small and medium enterprises” granted.

1996   Headquarters building transferred to Nagai-shi Kita Industrial Park at 2613 Narita, Nagai-shi
           Tokyo sales office opened in Shintomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo

           Water treatment equipment for physical therapy developed
1995   TOC monitor 3200 series sales started, High-purity water production system plant newly built

1994   Conductivity meter, resistivity meter 7700 series developed and sales started
           Medical-package type reverse osmosis membrane water purifier developed

1993   “Subsidy of Yamagata Technopolis Foundation” granted for Water quality sensor high accuracy 
                     detection circuit development

1992   “Subsidy for MITI small and medium enterprise technology improvement” granted for method of 
                     detecting minute amount of organic material in pure water

1991   Cooperative research with Yamagata University Faculty of Engineering started
1990   Clerical, engineering, and development building additionally built

           Total organic carbon (TOC) monitor for pure water developed
1988   SMT building additionally built, embedded-type ultra-compact water quality sensor developed

1986   Transferred to Nagaikita Industrial Park, 707 Narita, Nagai-shi
1984   Business started in Saiwaicho Nagai-shi

Research development, manufacture, sales, and maintenance of 
water quality control devices and systems
Design, development, manufacturing, and maintenance of 
water treatment equipment for medical use
Manufacturing of measurement and control devices and systems

Medical device manufacturing certification
(Authorization number by Health, Labour and 
Welfare Ministry 21500BZZ00001000)
Manufacturing and selling medical devices
(Yamagata prefecture authorization 
number 06BZ6005)

2005 Softball team formed
Attend the social softball tournament for 
members hosted by Nagai Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry every year
2012 The second place in the social softball 
 tournament for members
2013 The first place in the social softball 
 tournament for members
2014 The third place in the social softball 
 tournament for members

Corporate Profile

Business outline

Corporate History

TECH-MO Club

Softball Team

1989 Ski club formed
TECH-MO ski tour planned on every February.
Stay at Zao site and other ski site outside of 
Yamagata prefecture

Ski Club

2005 Golf club formed
 TECH-MO golf competition held every 
 spring and autumn

Golf Club

1994 7702 Series
 Conductivity meter

1991 3201 Series
 Online TOC monitor

1996 Pure water production device
 for dialysis

1998 Compact pure water production device
 “Shiawase industry prize” received

2011 7759 Series
 High conductivity meter

2013 7733 Series
 Multi-range water 
 quality meter

1996 7701 Series
 Conductivity and resistivity sensor

2009 3220 Series
 New-type online TOC analyzer

2009 WiMoS
 Sensor network system

2013 WiMoS GW
 Gateway-integrated 
 type sensor network 
 system

2011 7776 Series
 Ultra-compact sensor 
 embedded in amplifier

Tokyo Sales Office

Headquarters/factory
Corporate name TECHNO MORIOKA CO., LTD. 
Establishment Aug. 1, 1984
Capital 70-million yen
Representative Representative Director and 
 President Keiju Yoshida
Number of employees 70 (Male: 45. Female: 25)
Corporate building Building area 14,500 m2
 Building floor area 2,330 m2

Business places
Headquarters/factory 2613 Narita Nagai-shi, Yamagata-ken 
 993-0075 Japan
 Phone 81-(0)238-84-0170
 Fax 81-(0)238-84-0282
 URL http://www.techno-morioka.co.jp

Tokyo Sales Office 
 9th floor, Bell Wood Eitai, 2-31-15 Eitai, 
 Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0034 Japan
 Phone 81-(0)3-3641-4488 
 Fax 81-(0)3-3641-4499

2005 Football club formed

Attend Nagai Football League hosted 
by Nagai Football Association every year

2012 Promoted to the second Nagai Football League

2013 The first place in second Nagai Football League

2014 The second place in first Nagai Football League

FC TECHMO
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